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PART 2



3.c.  Other Possible Grants

● Coming soon - PA is developing a comprehensive plan on 
deploying grant dollars it receives (and can compete for) under 
the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (“IIJA”) and the 
Inflation Reduction Act (”IRA”) 

● Possible PA legislation - Rep. Elizabeth Fiedler’s Solar for 
Schools Grant Program bill - HB1032 
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4. Green Banks and Non-profit Lenders 

Maryrose Myrtetus 
Executive Director 
Philadelphia Green Capital Corp.
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5. Private Capital Lending  

Matthew Brown 
Co-Chair and Co-Founder 
National Energy Improvement Fund
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Contracting and Procurement

● Direct ownership of solar projects by public K-12 schools is not as simple 
as we once thought.  The IRA is a game changer for school solar projects, 
but PPAs will continue to be an important option. 

○ Direct ownership may feel like a big, unnecessary risk, especially in 
light of other school challenges, staff shortages, lack of familiarity 
with solar, etc. 

○ PA law and other budget priorities limits how much debt a school 
district can take on, even for projects that have a cash-positive return. 

○ PA law (Separations Act, PA Procurement Code and PA School Code) 
make procuring capital projects like solar quite complicated.
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Procurement

● But procurement solutions are feasible: 
○ Your RFP-selected solar contractor can do the system design 

work but must secure separate bids for different trades - 
electrical and general construction (of the racking systems). 

○ Use the PA Guaranteed Energy Savings Act (“GESA”) as an 
alternative procurement approach.  Follow the GESA rules for 
RFPs and competitive sealed proposals to select your 
“qualified provider”;  require an audit showing project payback 
is 20 years or less;  include the energy savings guarantee, the 
performance bond, the reporting requirements and the other 
GESA terms in the contract. 27



Financing Recommendations

●  Work with your CFO to understand school district’s capacity to 
take on additional debt. 

●Work with your solicitor to ensure comfort with your procurement 
plan in light of the Separations Act, the PA Procurement Code 
and the PA School Code. 

●Request bidders quote pricing for both a PPA and Direct 
Ownership so you can see cost of both ownership models.
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Questions 

and 

Discussion
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